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Congress is the Custodian of the Constitution  

www.NoNationalPopularVote.wordpress.com 

“There is no greater tyranny than that which is perpetrated 
under the shield of law and in the name of justice.” 

--Montesquieu 



Results of Communist “patient gradualism”  to change American society 

“Personal Responsibility” “Individual Rights” 

Dad & Mom “Alternative Lifestyles” 

Classical Liberal Education: Critical Thinking Mass Education: Unquestioned obedience 

Constitution is Supreme “Public Policy” Supreme 

Article V Amendment Process Interstate Compact Detours 

Founders Philosophy: “Natural Law” 
Socialist Philosophy: Constitution- a 

“Living, Breathing Document” 

Literal Constructionist Interpretation “Emanations from Penumbras” * 

Judicial Impartiality 
Judicial Activism = bizarre 

interpretations 

“Equal Opportunity for All” “Equality for All” 

“Perpetual War for Perpetual Peace” Cultivation of Peace 

Constitutional Republic System Parliamentary System 

Honest Money = Gold & Silver-based 
Economy 

Credit/Debt-based Economy 

Free Market-Competitive Economy Regulated-Controlled Economy 

Choice in Currency, Healthcare Mandated Currency, Healthcare 

Free Speech Respected Free Speech Punished 

Independent Conscience Vote:  
Electoral College 

Inclusive ‘Majority’ Vote: 
National Popular Vote 

Constitutional Republic: Rule of Law Democracy: Rule by Majority 



 
 Center for Voting and Democracy (funded by George Soros) 

Fair Vote (funded by George Soros) 

American Civil Liberties Union – ACLU 

Common Cause -- received $2+ million from Soros’s Open Society Institute in past 12 yrs 

National Popular Vote (George / Jonathon Soros) 

Progressive States Network (funded by George Soros) 

Communist Party USA 

League of Women Voters 

Asian American Action Fund 

NAACP 

National Latino Congress 

National Black Caucus of State Legislators 

Defenders of Wildlife Action Fund 

Public Citizen 

Newt Gingrich 

Sierra Club 

Former Sen. Fred Thompson (now Hollywood actor) 

Former Sen. Al Gore (D-TN) 

 

 

 

Check these groups out at DiscoverTheNetworks.org 



Example of Creating a False Problem  so as to Affect a False Solution

 
• If you're sick of gridlock, blame the Constitution 
 

• U.S. or parliamentary system--one’s nearly gridlock-proof—and it ain't 
ours 
 

• The dangers of a government that doesn't ‘get things done’ 
 

• Let’s imagine some other ways to run elections 
 

• Our Electoral College system is weird — and not in a good way 
 

• How to work around the Electoral College — without amending the 
Constitution 
 

• Do you know that the Constitution is unconstitutional? 



Example of Creating a False Problem  so as to Affect a False Solution

 • Why should the unelected Supreme Court get the final say about our laws?  
 

• How the Supreme Court has come to play a policymaking role 
 

• Something changed: Picking a Supreme Court justice is now a partisan 
battle 
 

• No amendment allowed: A constitutional problem we're stuck with 
 

• Don't blame the U.S. Constitution for the filibuster 
 

• Constitution nearly impossible to amend: Is the bar too high? 
 

• Fixing our system: Would another constitutional convention do the trick? 
 

• For better or worse, an old, flawed and hard-to-amend Constitution binds 
us together! 



The emergence of national political parties and 
presidential slates 

 
The decision by most states to adopt a winner-take-
all system for the awarding of its electoral votes 
 
Other changes of modern politics  
have led to a number of pretty strange results.  
 

Yet the Electoral College prevents manipulating  the 
system to minority advantage. 



The Constitution is no longer in line with our 
expectations regarding the role of the people in 

selecting the President. 
 
• Quote from a December 2008 Wall Street Journal op-
ed piece by Jonathan Soros, son of globalist financier 
George Soros.  
 
 Soros insists that the constitutional election of the 
President  is “antidemocratic by design.” 

He’s RIGHT! 



The Electoral College would be impaired by a 
popular vote scheme that would favor large 
populous states and cities. 

 

The Compact consigns states’ electoral votes. 
 

 States agree to pledge their electors to 
whoever wins the popular vote, regardless of 
how their state voted. 

The NPV Compact: bypass the Electoral 
College method of choosing a president. 



All laws in a member state in conflict with the 
Compact are superseded to the extent of the 
conflict. 

 
 

All lawful actions of the Interstate Compact 
Commission, including all rules and bylaws 
formed by the commission, are binding upon 
member states. 
 

Examining  INTERSTATE COMPACTS 



How will the Compact impact existing laws  
 or formulation of new state laws? 

 
Are there sufficient protections against the 
Commission inappropriately expanding the scope of 
their rulemaking?  
 

A loss of state self-determination, financial issues, 
legal issues, and the administrative burden of 
additional bureaucracy and lack of operational clarity. 



Participating states cede some sovereignty 
 

  Actions by the Commission are conclusive as 
to matter of law and fact decided 

 

 Actions of law such as a judicial finding issued 
by a member state may be enforceable in other 
member states 

 

 May require action on the part of the state 
without receiving due process. 

As a governing tool… 



These Compacts are a 20th Century creation 
 

Compacts should serve only very specific, special 
purposes, i.e. Colorado River water. 

 

Compacts create ongoing administrative bodies that 
possess substantial governing power--the modern 
Administrative State—POWERFUL FEDERALISM! 

 

Why is a new bureaucracy needed and who really 
benefits?  

 

Is there a revenue stream that may be directed into 
private accounts? (Remember Al Gore’s private bank?) 



A lot of money behind NPV because it’s sending 
highly paid lobbyists around the country to persuade 
state legislatures to adopt the their plan.  

 
Several states have already signed on. If enough 
states sign on, and the pledged electors total 270, 
(possibly as few as 11 states), they could control the 
Presidential election this November.  

 
This process would have the effect of amending the 
Constitution without a 3/4 vote of the states, (38 states 
in agreement). 



…and endorses elimination of the 
Electoral College! 
Political Resolution Adopted by the 16th 
National Convention of the Communist 
Party --February 9-12, 1957 pp. 22-23  

COMMUNIST PARTY U.S.A. ENDORSES  
NATIONAL POPULAR VOTE --1957 

Download and read the red covered book:  
http://digital.library.pitt.edu/u/ulsmanuscripts/pdf/31735061537415.pdf  

“Communism must be built with  

non-communist hands.” -- Vladimir Lenin  

http://digital.library.pitt.edu/u/ulsmanuscripts/pdf/31735061537415.pdf


a) Federal guarantee of the right to vote in all 

elections without discrimination; (this became the 

‘Motor Voter’ Law). 
 

b) Abolition of the seniority system in Congressional 

committees; 
 

c) Amendment of Senate Rule 22 to end the filibuster; 
 

d) Abolition of gerrymandering by state legislatures…; 
 

e) Abolition of the Electoral College and the election of 

the president by direct popular vote. 
 

f) Elimination of legal obstacles to placing minority 

parties and independent candidates on the ballot; 
 

g) Introduction in all states of initiative, referendum 

and recall. 



 
• Fewer checks and balances between the national government 

and the states;  
 

• Majority election of the president is a ‘public mandate’ and the 

president-elect’s policies will provide ‘voter capital’; 
 

• Voters of large, more liberal population centers electing the 

president and small conservative population centers having no 

say; 
 

• All voters taxed for policies of “unelected” officials; 
 

• Civil objection and backlash against legislators who disabled 

the Electoral College; 
 

• Nullification of the 10th Amendment to the Constitution 

 

Among other equally serious consequences. 



On August 3-6, 2011 The RNC 
Conservative Steering Committee 
held a debate with 4 expert 
witnesses: 2 for and 2 against NPV.  

The debate was 
• intense 
•very educational. 
 

The Q & A session dispelled any 
misunderstandings. 

The RNC voted 100 to 1 AGAINST NPV. 



“Democratic National Committee v Republican National 
Committee,” Case No. 09-4615 1981 
 
• In 1981, during the gubernatorial election in New 
Jersey (NJ), a lawsuit was brought against the RNC, the 
NJ Republican State Committee (RSC), and three 
individuals (John A. Kelly, Ronald Kaufman, and Alex 
Hurtado) 
 

• It accused them of violating the Voting Rights Act of 
1965 (VRA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 1971, 1973, and the 
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the 
Constitution of the United States--alleging voter 
intimidation. 

http://fellowshipofminds.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/rnc-v-dnc.pdf
http://fellowshipofminds.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/rnc-v-dnc.pdf


 To settle the lawsuit, in 1982 the RNC and NJRSC 
entered into an agreement or Consent Decree 

• national in scope 
• limited the RNC’s ability to engage or assist in voter 
fraud prevention unless the RNC obtains the court’s 
approval in advance 
• that the RNC, its agents, servants, and employees 
would be bound by the Decree, “whether acting 
directly or indirectly through other party committees.” 
 

As modified in 1987, the Consent Decree defined 
“ballot security activities” to mean “ballot integrity, 
ballot security or other efforts to prevent or remedy 
vote fraud.” 



Since 1982, that Consent Decree has been renewed 
every year by the original judge District Judge 
Dickinson R. Debevoise, now 88 years old. 

U.S. District Judge  
Dickinson R. Debevoise 

Long retired, Debevoise comes back yearly to 
renew his 1982 order for another year. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dickinson_Richards_Debevoise
http://gulagbound.com/36046/no-joke-the-gop-can-not-legally-help-stop-vote-fraud/


Surprise Again!  
 

The judge who denied the RNC’s appeal to 
“vacate” the 1982 Consent Decree is  

congressionally approved, Obama appointee 
Judge Joseph Greenaway, Jr., of the U.S. 

Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. 

In 2010, the RNC unsuccessfully appealed “to vacate 
or modify” the Consent Decree in 
“Democratic National Committee 

v 
Republican National Committee,” 

Case No. 09-4615 (C.A. 3, Mar. 8, 2012) 

http://www.afj.org/judicial-selection/nominees/joseph-a-greenway.html


• Many “ACORNs” 
• Leftist candidates  

Involving 
• The US Department of Justice 
• Eric Holder 
• The Congressional Black Caucus 
• The NAACP 
• United Nations 

(who “monitor” our elections to ensure 
conservatives do not “marginalize” black voters) 

True the Vote’s founder Catherine Engelbrecht 

THE VOTE FRAUD MACHINE:  



OLD NAME NEW NAME CHANGES? 

ACORN 
Housing 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING CENTERS OF 
AMERICA 

Same officers, HQ & field addresses 

ACORN 
Housing 

ADVANCE GROUP Led by former ACORN officers 

New THE BLACK INSTITUTE Run by former ACORN CEO Bertha Lewis 

ACORN Int’l 
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS 
INTERNATIONAL 

Unchanged-run by ACORN founder Wade Rathke 

Voting for 
America 

PROJECT VOTE (SPONSOR OF NPV) 
Still at D.C. ACORN address; field director Implicated in 
several vote fraud cases 

LA ACORN A COMMUNITY VOICE Former ACORN staff 

LA ACORN ALLIANCE INSTITUTE Former ACORN donors & staff 

MN ACORN 
MINNESOTA NEIGHBORHOODS ORGANIZING 
FOR CHANGE 

Former ACORN & Project Vote staff 

MO ACORN 
MISSOURIANS ORGANIZING FOR REFORM 
AND EMPOWERMENT 

Former ACORN staff; co-located with People’s Weekly 
World communist paper 

MA ACORN NEW ENGLAND UNITED FOR JUSTICE 
Run by former ACORN president Maude Hurd & MA ACORN 
staff; same address 

NY ACORN NEW YORK COMMUNITIES FOR CHANGE Former ACORN ‘Working Families Party’ staff 

ACORN AZ LIVING UNITED FOR CHANGE IN ARIZONA AHCOA/ACORN have AZ branches 

ACORN FL ORGANIZE NOW, INC. Florida New Majority 

ACORN NM 
ORGANIZERS IN THE LAND OF 
ENCHANTMENT 

Address also home of former ACORN Housing and 
renamed AHCOA 



Pass the NPV: 
• put the usual paid workers out in the precincts with 
 lies and pockets full of bribes for votes; 
• send out more union propaganda enflaming and 
 threatening union members into support; 
• continue using state paid staff to bring in the votes of 
 the infirm and institutionalized; 
• doctor up and harvest more absentee vote records; 
• alter the vote totals of machines in key areas. 

And voila! – the DNC gets even the tiniest combined 
margin of the “popular” vote! 

AND THE GOP CAN’T DO A THING ABOUT IT! 

http://www.afj.org/judicial-selection/nominees/joseph-a-greenway.html
http://www.afj.org/judicial-selection/nominees/joseph-a-greenway.html


“Does the NPV Compact Require Congressional Consent?”  

Congressional approval would be invalid for a compact that 
attempts to change a provision of the Constitution without 
following the amendment requirement of Article V. 
 

By eliminating the requirement that Congress approve a virtual 
constitutional amendment, the NPV would enhance the power 
of states at the expense of the national government. 
 

The NPV deprives non-participating states of their right under 
Article V to participate in deciding whether the 12th 
Amendment (governing the Electoral College) should be 
changed. 
 

 

 

 

NPV denies that it changes the Constitution BUT its 
sweeping power over Electoral Delegates does just that! 



“Does the NPV Compact require Congressional Consent?”  

A state-imposed qualification that was intended to evade the 
requirements of the Qualifications Clauses of the Constitution 
could not stand:  
 

“To argue otherwise is to suggest that the Framers spent 
significant time and energy in debating and crafting Clauses 
that could be easily evaded.” 
 

Such an argument would trivialize the principles behind the 
Qualifications Clauses and treat them as an “empty 
formalism” rather than “the embodiment of a grand 
principle… 

 

“It is inconceivable that guaranties embedded in the 
Constitution of the United States may be manipulated out of 
existence.” [by interstate compacts or state statutes] 



NPV Claims 78% ± of Voters Want Popular Vote for President! 

In 2007-2009 they surveyed voters using Public Policy Polling, a 
liberal-bias polling firm with questionable reputation.  

 

They ran virtually the same poll in 41 other states and the 
District of Columbia. 

 

Telephone Survey of 833 Arizona voters on July 2-3, 2015:  

"How do you think we should elect the President: Should it be 
the candidate who gets the most votes in all 50 states, or 
the current electoral college system?“ 

 



NPV Claims 78% ± of Voters Want Popular Vote for President! 

"Do you prefer a system where the candidate who gets the 
most votes in all 50 states on a nationwide basis is elected 
President, or one like the one used in Nebraska and Maine 
where electoral voters are dispensed by Congressional district, 
or one in which all of the state's electoral votes would be given 
to the statewide winner?” 

In this question: 

73% preferred the candidate who gets the most votes in all 
50 states; 

14% preferred that electoral votes be dispensed by 
congressional district; and 

13% preferred that all of the state's electoral votes go to the 
statewide winner (the existing "winner-take-all" rule). 

BUT is Public Policy Polling (PPP) really scientific?  



Not according to these: 

“you should not take these polls seriously, and in fact they should 
teach educated poll consumers to be skeptical about all issue 
polling…it doesn’t occur to [consumers] that a pollster would 
take advantage of them by asking a question that assumed facts 
that do not exist.  

 

“People in general do not like to admit there are things they do not 
know. Answers to issue polling questions tend to vary a lot by 
what the pollster says before asking them.  

 

Digging through bad data and discovering that, hidden in the 
crosstabs, there is something that we can use to hit back at the 
"other team" does not suddenly make the data valid. ” — Dan 
McLaughlin, RedState.com  

  



Scientific?      Not according to these: 
If you're on the phone with Public Policy Polling, just hang up. 

Public Policy Polling doesn't care about integrity when it comes 
to data. Don't engage with them ... and don't take their polls 
seriously (they choose telephone respondents carefully instead 
of at random). -- Matthias Shapiro is a software engineer, 
databases designer, genetics data hobbyist, and technical 
educator based in Seattle. 

 

 

  

PPP was found to: 
• Disregard many of the industry’s best practices 
• Only call landlines 
• Discard hundreds of respondents in an unusual process called 
“random deletion.” 
• Withhold controversial elements of its methodology 
• Treat its data inconsistently 
• Use amateurish weighting techniques that distort its samples 



Consequences Of Joining NPV

 1. 29 states and the D.C. lose influence from direct election. 

 

2. The power of a state in the Electoral College is highly 
correlated to its size.  

 

NPV will allow the 11 largest states to band together and 
virtually control the election of the president. 

 

 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 

3. An equal number of states would lose as would gain. 

the losers control almost as many electoral votes as the gainers.  

 

States that neither gain nor lose EC votes 

+             States that would lose visits 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

States who have no reason to move to NPV  

but already control a majority of 317 electoral votes. 
 

4. A president under NPV may be more likely to pursue national 
interests at a cost to state or regional concerns  

--state identities and considerations will no longer matter at all 

--the states will no longer exist so far as presidential elections go. 

= 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 5. Are people living in the United States a unified nation acting as 
one in selecting our leader? NO! 

 

6. The NPV deprives non-participating states of their right under 
Article V to participate in deciding whether the 12th Amendment 
should even be changed (Electoral College). 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 
7. NPV aims only to empower states with the opportunity to give 

away their State's Rights.  
 

• NPV would empower Electors to cast their vote for a candidate 
who did not receive the majority of votes from the people they 
represent.  
 

• NPV would go against the will of the voters in the individual 
states, again taking away their State’s Rights.  

 

All Intermountain States Suffer! 

 

8. EC delegates would no longer be accountable to the voters in the 
states they are from. 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 
9. Candidates could end up being elected in a state where they 

weren’t even  qualified to be on the ballot. 

 

10. NPV provides that if the “number of presidential electors 
nominated in a member state” is less than what the winner of 
the national popular vote is entitled to, that winner “shall have 
the power to nominate the presidential electors for that state.”  

  

 So a winning candidate (say a governor from another state like 
Texas or Massachusetts) could appoint the electors for Arizona 
even if the candidate never qualified to get on the ballot in 
Arizona; he or she could even designate as electors individuals 
who are not residents or qualified voters in Arizona. 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 
11. Congress must approve interstate compacts.  

• The compact must allow states to withdraw at any time.  

• NPV places withdrawal limitations on compacting states. The plan 
states that “a withdrawal occurring six months or less before the 
end of a President’s term shall not become effective until a 
President or Vice President shall have been qualified to serve the 
next term (after the election). 

 

12. Candidates or party leaders would have reason to dispute results 
throughout the nation to overturn close outcomes.  

 

 Determining what constitutes a close election would become 
expanded since the necessary votes to overturn the result could 
be found nationwide. That would be more difficult and more 
contentious than the current system. 

 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 
13. NPV could cause an irresolvable election crisis if a state withdrew 

in violation of the provision and thus threw into doubt the results 
of a presidential election.  

 

• There is no provision in the NPV for enforcing this limitation or 
compliance with any of the provisions of the compact. 
 

• The voters might demand the legislature withdraw from the 
compact or face the consequences at the next election if the NPV 
decides against the majority vote of the state 
 

• more voters will drop out of the election process 
 

• the U.S. Supreme Court would enforce the agreement against a 
state wishing to withdraw from it. 



Consequences Of Adapting The National Popular Vote

 
14. With NPV: 

 

• every fraudulent vote obtained anywhere could make the 
difference in changing the outcome of the national race.  

 

• This scheme makes all states—especially one-party states and 
those with a history of tolerating fraud—targets for fraud. 

It does not make voter fraud less likely as claimed by NPV, 
but makes the whole nation 1 giant precinct! 



 Precedent  is Being Set  to  Disregard  the  Constitution  
 E.J. Dionne wrote of the NPV plan:  

 

“this is an effort to circumvent the cumbersome process of 
amending the Constitution. That's the only practical way of 
moving toward a more democratic system. Because three-
quarters of the states have to approve an amendment to 
the Constitution, only 13 sparsely populated states—
overrepresented in the Electoral College—could block 
popular election in ratification.” 

 

Both small and large states have reasons to support the 
Electoral College so who is ultimately benefitting from NPV?   

 

The power elites and contributors to the winning campaign. 

 

 



Precedent  is Being Set  to  Disregard  the  Constitution 
 

The Electoral College addresses the Founders’ fears of a 
“tyranny of the majority,”  

--a topic frequently discussed in the Federalist Papers.  

 

The NPV enables majority abuse of power: Majoritarianism 

 

Most legislators believe “winner take all” benefits their state 
more than the candidate attention that might come from NPV.  



Constitutional Republic
Stop Dangerous Legislation! 
 

One of the major purposes of the Bill of Rights is to 
protect us from Majoritarian Rule—otherwise, 
popular democracy could  

abolish freedom of religion 

limit political speech 

restrict the ability to assemble and associate with unfavored 
minorities.  

 

NPV MOVES US IN THE DIRECTION OF A DEMOCRACY. 

 

 

Peace  Ignorance Education  Inaction   

Frustration  Despair  Fear  Defeat  Democracy  

Anarchy  Oligarchy  Dictatorship  Indentured Servitude 



 
 NPV “certainly violates the spirit of the Constitution. Plainly, the 

founders of the Constitution did not intend for there to be a 
conspiracy among certain states to essentially abolish the 
Electoral College.”  

   -- Harvard Law School professor Alan Dershowitz  

Political analyst Dick Morris said, “If this thing passes, 
Republicans will never again win a presidential race and that’s 
why all the Democrats are lining up behind it.” 

 

John F. Kennedy expressed his support of the Electoral College 
system, 

"Direct election would break down the federal system under 
which states entered the union, which provides a system of 
checks and balances to ensure that no area or group shall 

obtain too much power." 

 

 



 
 

Although some legislators have embraced the NPV, such 
support appears to be shortsighted: 

 

Under the NPV, a majority of states will see their influence 
over the residential election decrease— 

 

11 highly populated states under a highly coercive media 
campaign could swing the presidential election.  

 

Mexico uses a national popular vote system; it's a good illustration of 
why we don't want it. In Mexico's last presidential election, the 
candidate with the "most votes" received 35.9 percent, while his 
closest rival got 35.3 percent — a margin of just one-half of one 
percent. In the following months, Mexico was on the brink of civil war 
as the runner-up held mass rallies attracting millions of angry 
supporters. 

 



 Divisive Distraction-- 
• Confusion over whom to fight 
• Confusion over which issues to fight 
• Neutralization by addressing too many fronts 
• Ineffectually spreading efforts as individuals 
• Constant, unrewarded labor on huge long-range 
projects, causing discouragement 

 Divisive Distraction-- 
• Stop 

• Trans-Pacific Partnership-regional global government 
• Get the U.S. out of the U.N. 
• Eliminate unconstitutional spending 



 
 

 

 

 



 

 



“There is no greater tyranny than that which is perpetrated under 
the shield of law and in the name of justice.” --Montesquieu 


